The environment has been recognized as an explicit and exploitable element to design multi-agent systems (MAS). It can be assigned a number of responsibilities that would be more difficult to design with the sole notion of agents. To support the engineering of these responsibilities, we identify a set of mechanisms that offer solutions to software designers. We describe the mechanisms, their usage in representative projects, and potential opportunities for further research and applications. The purpose of this article is to clarify the notion of environment in terms of mechanisms, from their abstract description to their practical exploitation. Mechanisms are expected to provide agent-based software designers with a set of design elements to build MAS that take advantage of the environment.
Introduction
The environment has been recognized early as an explicit element of Multi-agent systems (MAS) [12, 13, 19, 49, 62] , but current applications often consider it as an implicit part of the system. Recent work has however demonstrated that the environment is an exploitable design element. In particular, the environment is defined as a first-class abstraction with the role of providing the surrounding conditions for agents to exist, the mediation of agent interactions, and access to resources [59] . In other words, the environment in MAS is thought of as a design element responsible for the functions of underlying agent activities, i.e. agent interactions and access to resources. These responsibilities of the environment can be addressed by an ensemble of mechanisms to design an application. In our context, a mechanism is a technical approach to solve a particular problem in the design and development of the environment responsibilities for the target MAS.
The goal of this article is to discuss mechanisms used in the MAS research community to address environment responsibilities. The contribution of this work is to survey mechanisms for designing environments, and to determine potential research directions and application opportunities.
The survey is not intended to be exhaustive. Its purpose is rather to set forth representative achievements of the community on the issue of environments for MAS. The article proposes a view on mechanisms based on an interpretation of ongoing research and it is consequently subjective.
The article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we survey a number of mechanisms of the environment and present several examples. In Sect. 3, we describe representative application scenarios of the surveyed mechanisms. In Sect. 4, we propose research directions to the MAS community on the issue of environment in terms of mechanisms, and we present potential opportunities that lend themselves to the usage of such mechanisms. Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes and concludes the article.
Mechanisms
We define a mechanism for environments in MAS as a technical approach to address a particular responsibility of the environment. In this section, we present a survey of those mechanisms that we identified in the research literature.
To this end, we propose a classification to reveal commonalities and distinctions between mechanisms. In general, the mechanisms of the environment serve essentially two kinds of activities.
-Interaction Mediation. Several mechanisms provide agents with powerful means to interact with each other in a flexible and reliable way. For example, a sharedmemory allows agents to exchange data by posting and retrieving information in an uncoupled way (e.g. shared-memory as tuple-space [23] ). -Resources and Context Management. Several mechanisms provide agents with means to acquire and manage resources or contextual information. For example, an event-dispatcher mechanism can notify agents when some relevant events happen in the environment [17] .
It is important to notice that the boundary between these two groups is not strict and it is possible to devise mechanisms that support both of the above group definitions. The aforementioned shared memory, for example, can be used both to create a message box to uncouple agent interactions and to store context information. The distinction between the two groups helps to make the role of the environment explicit in inter-agent activities (interaction mediation) and agent-resource activities (resources and context management), which are two levels of support provided by the environment [59] . In addition to the classification, we identified three characteristics for each mechanism that are suitable to detail each class coherently.
-The constituent atoms are the basic elements to design the mechanism. For example, the atoms of a mechanism to support pheromone-based interaction are the data elements scattered across the environment representing the pheromones. -Creation and maintenance refers to how the constituent atoms are created and maintained. In the pheromone example, this would consist of algorithms for the storage, diffusion, and evaporation of the pheromone data. -Usage details how the mechanism is used by the agents. For example, the agents follow pheromone trails in an ant colony simulation.
In the following we describe mechanisms with the above characteristics, and we illustrate each case with representative work.
Interaction mediation

Environment-mediated interaction channels
Environment-mediated interaction channels are mechanisms to enable agents interacting and communicating in a flexible and uncoupled way. These mechanisms support the discovery of interaction partners and their subsequent interactions into a single mechanism.
The constituent atoms of this mechanism are a repository to store the data being communicated (i.e. messages, tuples, events, or subscriptions) and the data itself. Creation and maintenance are algorithms and protocols to join and leave a multicast group, to access a tuple space, or to subscribe and unsubscribe to events. Agents use interaction channels to exchange messages, or to publish tuples and events.
Name: Environment-mediated interaction channels. Motivations: Need to create flexible interaction channels to connect agents on the basis of runtime system situation. Constituent atoms: Message and subscription repositories. Creation and maintenance: Protocols to let agents join multicast groups, connect to tuple spaces, place subscriptions, or similar. Usage: Agents exploit interaction channels to easily send and receive messages. Examples: Multicast, Tuple-and Event-based interaction [2, 8, 11, 17, 21, 23] A first example of interaction channels are infrastructures for multicast interactions, where data is sent to all the agents matching specific conditions [2] . In this context the environment provides a centralized and configurable message-box that decouples and mediates agent interactions. Besides exchanging messages, agents can also put 'filters' in the environment to configure the reception of messages that match specific criteria (e.g. all the messages from agents that provide a specified type of service). The environment is then responsible for sending the messages to suitable agents. Similarly, shared-memory and tuple-based approaches [21, 23] belong to this category.
Adopting this mechanism, agents leave data in repositories to be later retrieved via pattern matching. Also, event-based infrastructures can be considered as part of this category as they deliver information on the basis of a publish-subscribe schema [8, 11, 17] . The event-dispatcher can be seen as an environmental abstraction able to notify agents about the activities of others.
Synchronization mechanisms
Name: Centralized synchronization mechanisms. Motivations: Need for supporting the simultaneity of actions for system consistency. Constituent atoms: Tables storing the locks in the system and holding the resulting effect of simultaneous actions. Creation and maintenance: Protocols to let new agents access the service and to define coordination policies. Usage: Coordination and synchronization of agent activities. Examples: Influence-Reaction Model [20] Other mechanisms have been proposed to avoid possible conflicts in concurrent or parallel actions in MAS. Specifically, the fact that agents are implemented as parallel threads of execution leads to issues related to the synchronization and the ordering of their actions in the environment. Centralized synchronization mechanisms have been proposed to support agent actions with regard to these concerns. A notable approach is the influence-reaction model [20] . In this mechanism, the environment collects actions that the agents intend to perform, calculates the resulting effects depending on the simultaneity, and applies state changes on entities.
Name: Decentralized synchronization mechanisms. Motivations: Need for supporting the simultaneity of actions for system consistency in distributed settings. Constituent atoms: Tables of synchronization locks between agents of each region. Creation and maintenance: Decentralized synchronization algorithm. Usage: Agents access the tables to coordinate and synchronize. Examples: Regional Synchronization [58] A second mechanism in this category is decentralized synchronization, whose typical instance is regional synchronization [58] . This mechanism is used to resolve conflicts between concurrent actions and to reduce synchronization cost in distributed settings. A region is a group of agents that act simultaneously, and independently from other agents. Regions are determined by a decentralized synchronization algorithm at the time actions are performed. In each region, the effects of actions are then calculated and applied, similarly to the centralized synchronization mechanism introduced in Sect. 2.1. The notion of region confines the calculation of effects to relevant actions only, thus reducing the computational needs.
Overlay networks
Another important class of interaction mechanism is intended to support interaction networks. It is based on overlay networks that rule and describe relationships among agents. The topology of such a network is built such that agents can interact with one another efficiently.
Overlay networks are distributed data structures providing agents with applicationspecific views of their network of acquaintance [45, 46, 48] . This mechanism is not only related to distributed computing, but can be applied to any kind of logically networked MAS. Name: Overlay networks. Motivations: To represent and allow the maintenance of agent relationships. Constituent atoms: Tables representing the physical, interactive, or social surrounding of agents. Creation and maintenance: Protocols to let new agents join and leave the topology, and to deal with reconfigurations. Usage: Agents access the tables to interact with each other efficiently. Examples: Distributed Hash Tables [45, 46, 48] , Social Dependency Nets [50] The constituent atoms of an overlay network are a set of tables defining a topology (e.g. tables indicate the neighbors of a specific agent, describing an overlay topology). Creation and maintenance is performed by means of specific protocols that adjust the overlay network topology upon connection and disconnections of agents. Their usage consists in agents sending and routing data to each other on the basis of the topology.
A first illustration of this mechanism is the Content Addressable Network approach [45, 46] . Other approaches, like Chord [48] , are based on the same principles. The basic idea of the content addressable network is that interactions in MAS are difficult to manage because of the system dynamics (agents connecting, disconnecting, and moving) and because of the unknown and dynamic topology of the network of acquaintance among agents. To overcome these problems, agents are projected in a virtual space with a predictable topology, where interacting is easy and unnecessary details for the application are abstracted. When an agent enters the system, it gets a location in the virtual space (i.e. an address) and a reference to its new neighbors. The location of an agent is not related to the physical network, but to application parameters. So, for example, all agents having similar properties can get located in a specific area of the space. With such a mechanism in place, interaction becomes easy because agents look for specific partners in those areas of the space where they should be located.
Another interesting proposal is the agent middleware 'ObjectPlaces' that supports agent coordination in mobile and ad hoc networks [63] . ObjectPlaces provides two distinct abstractions for this support. A view is a collection of data gathered from a category of nodes in the network. Views support coordination by information sharing and they keep the data up-to-date if node properties change. For example, an agent can create a view on all nodes within 50 m. The second abstraction is the role, which supports protocol-based coordination. A role encapsulates the behavior of an agent engaging in an interaction protocol. ObjectPlaces allows the execution of protocols by activating roles on network nodes that satisfy common constraints (e.g. to be in the same area), and it changes the role activation (by deallocation and reallocation) whenever a node does not verify the constraints anymore.
The advantage of overlay networks is that the environment is built on the basis of application-level needs, and that it is directly accessible by agents to support their interactions. In other words, the environment decouples agents interactions from the underlying physical network and it provides a suitable 'glue' adapted to applicationspecific needs.
Resources and context management
Resources and context manager
Resources and context managers control the access of agents to resources and contextual data in MAS. The constituent atoms of this category consist of an interface to access resources and a repository (or a set of repositories) to store information. Creation and maintenance are supported by a set of protocols to access resources, to deploy data in the repositories, and to maintain the coherence of repository states. The usage consists in letting agents interact with resources and access the repositories to acquire data.
Name: Resource and context manager.
Motivations: Need to represent context information and resources in an efficient way. Constituent atoms: Handling primitives and repositories. Creation and maintenance: Protocols to wrap new resources types (interfacing and deployment); algorithms to manage repositories. Usage: Agents access the repositories to interact efficiently. Examples: TuCSoN, Event Heap [7, 29, 38] These mechanisms are named as managers to emphasize their role in storing context information and interfacing with resources. Examples of this category of mechanisms are programmable tuple spaces, such as the MARS middleware [7] , TuCSoN [38] , and EventHeap [29] . A programmable tuple space is a middleware that offers two kinds of functionalities. On the one hand, it provides a shared data repository that can be accessed via pattern matching. It is possible to store in the tuple space any kind of contextual information (e.g. <temperature, 30 • C>), which can be retrieved later and shared among multiple agents (e.g. with the pattern <temperature, *>). On the other hand, the tuple space allows specific actions to execute when agents exploit it, e.g. to easily access data, to aggregate information, or to enforce security constraints.
These functionalities rely on the programmable characteristics of the mechanism that consequently differs from standard tuple space [23] and blackboard architectures [37] . These mechanisms can serve both to communicate context-data about the environment and to exchange information among agents.
Notification of contextual events
Name: Notification of contextual events. Motivations: Need for the production and delivery of event notifications to create dynamic agent contexts. Constituent atoms: Event dispatcher repositories. Creation and maintenance: Protocols to let new agents subscribe to event sources and be notified upon event happening. Usage: Agents trigger reaction on the basis of the events received. Examples: Interaction filters [2] , LoudVoice [6] , Tag interactions [43] The notification of contextual events is a mechanism that provides agents spontaneously with information about surrounding events in the environment. Events (from other agents or resources) trigger information flows generated by the environment to inform agents about the evolution of their local context. The constituent atoms of the mechanisms are the event dispatcher repository. Creation and maintenance are supported by algorithms to subscribe to specific event sources, to generate the events, and to deliver the events to suitable recipients. Finally, agents use the mechanism depending on application needs, e.g. to revise their knowledge about the surrounding world [30] .
The 'Environment to Support Active Communications' (ESAC) is an example of context notification in MAS [2] . The environment has the architecture of an extensible mail server. Extensions are 'filters' placed by agents in the environment with a configuration rule to process messages that flow in the system. Rules allow agents to define the types of messages they want to receive, in addition to the ones addressed to them (filters model an instance of publish-subscribe patterns). ESAC was applied to a bus fleet management system where, for example, bus agents configure filters to receive all messages about traffic congestion between their current positions and the terminal stop. Complex event notifications can be defined with a language that specifies the filters placed in the environment.
Overlay data structures
Name: Overlay data structures. Motivations: Need for efficient, expressive contextual information. Constituent atoms: Multiplicity of data spaces to store the overlay data. Creation and maintenance: Protocols to deploy overlay data structure, maintain their intended distribution, and maintain data consistency. Usage: Agents access the overlay data structure to get contextual information. Examples: TOTA [34] , UAVs [41] , Swarm Linda [36] Another important class of mechanisms aims at describing the operational context of agents, i.e. the resources and contextual data available for exploitation by agents. Overlay data structures are distributed data structures encoding specific aspects of the operational environment of agents (e.g. resources such as databases available on a grid infrastructure). These overlays are propagated across a network in order to be easily accessible by the agents and to provide context information. They can be accessed piecewise as the application agents visit different places of the distributed environment. That is overlays let agents access the right information at the right location. It is worth mentioning that overlay data structures can also be dynamically spread by an agent in order to represent and 'communicate' its own activities.
Two representative examples in this category are pheromone-based and field-based data structures.
-Pheromones are overlay data structures that can be deployed across a distributed infrastructure by moving agents. In particular, as agents move across the infrastructure they can store specific data in the place (i.e. part of the distributed infrastructure) in which they are actually located. Following this approach, the overlay is deployed according to the agents motion patterns. -Fields are overlay data structures that can be deployed across a networked distributed infrastructure. Agents can instantiate fields that propagate over the topology of the environment. Fields can embed specific propagation rules prescribing how they should spread. Following this approach, the overlay is deployed according to the field propagation rules. While pheromones are constrained to the agent motion pattern, fields can propagate independently.
Both mechanisms allow agents to enrich their environment with information that can be used to gather context information or to coordinate with each other. Stigmergic systems exemplify such coordination cases [4] .
The constituent atoms consist of multiple data repositories to store information in a decentralized way. Creation and maintenance refer to the deployment of data in the repositories and maintenance algorithms to keep the data consistent and updated. The usage is the access by agents to the repositories depending on their activities.
Interesting examples of this mechanism are those relying on distributed data structures implementing pheromone approaches [5, 41] . Agents perceive pheromones produced and deposited by others in the environment. The pheromones belong to an overlay data structure providing contextual information and pointing to specific resources. For example, applications to the simulation of unmanned vehicles show how artificial agents can automatically recognize team members, threats, and mission targets depending on the type of pheromones spread over the overlay data structure.
An example of mechanism for the field approach is the TOTA middleware [34] . The key idea in TOTA is to rely on spatially distributed tuples, propagated across a network to implement gradient fields on the basis of application-specific rules for representing contextual information. In TOTA, there is no notion of centralized shared tuple space. Instead, tuples can be 'injected' into the network from any node and can propagate and diffuse according to tuple-specific propagation patterns. Agents can sense the distributed tuples and decide how to react. For example, TOTA tuples are used to create fields as data structures to let the agents coordinate their movements by following the gradient of those fields.
Application scenarios of the environment mechanisms
Most mechanisms are not exploited in isolation when creating a MAS application, but they are combined with one another to tailor a solution, similarly to the design pattern approach in object-oriented programming [22] . This section aims at presenting how mechanisms are combined and exploited in existing applications, and how some 'legacy applications' that do not explicitly use the environment abstraction can be advantageously redesigned with it. One important point that we want to set forth with legacy systems is the existence of a mapping between application requirements and a proper combination of mechanisms.
The structure of this section follows our classification of mechanisms. Each category refers to the following types of applications.
• Simulations are applications that reproduce characteristics of the real-world (e.g., the road network and buildings of a traffic simulator). They are uncoupled from the real-world dynamics. Multi-Agent Based Simulations (MABS) are representative examples in the MAS community [27, 32] .
• Pervasive applications complete the real-world with a computational counterpart that evolves in synchrony. They are coupled tightly with the real-world dynamics by mean of intermediate actuators and sensors, such as robot-arms or RFID tags [47] .
The variety of pervasive applications is rapidly expanding with the advances in sensor network technologies [66] .
• Virtual Societies stand in-between the two previous types. They get inspiration from the real-world and reproduce some of its characteristics. They are loosely coupled with the real-world, but they have their own dynamics, i.e. they do not evolve in synchrony. The aim of Virtual Societies is to support human activities such as accounting, library management, or identity check.
The criteria to distinguish between the three types are the coupling with the realworld and the degree of reproduction of real-world characteristics. The types are similar to the classification of Valckenaers et al. [55] .
For each type, we focus on the following recurrent properties as guidelines to describe the benefits of using mechanisms.
-Design abstraction justifies the use of mechanisms that abstract and hide the complexity of underlying details from agents. Design abstraction also refers to reducing the complexity of agents by assigning explicit responsibilities to the environment. -Coordination motivates the use of mechanisms that address the often complex coordination of agent behaviors, for example in the cases of self-organizing systems and solutions based on a shared memory. -Separation of Concerns focuses on how mechanisms can be used to separate the design concerns of an application. It relates to the idea that the environment cross-cuts MAS.
In the following we describe the surveyed applications with the above structure and properties.
Interaction Mediation
Current concerns in simulations, intelligent sensor networks, and electronic institutions demonstrate the importance of interaction mediation in several applications.
Simulation
Successful experiments with interaction mediation mechanisms were conducted over the past decades to reproduce behaviors found in nature, notably in ethology for ants and termites [15, 39] , and artificial markets [18, 25] . Although the environment was not the main focus of these experiments, it appears essential in each setting of the agent activity. In the case of the behavioristic reproduction of ant or termite colonies, agents rely on pheromone infrastructures that evolve in complex patterns maintained by the environment (diffusion and evaporation of the pheromone information). In artificial markets, the environment provides renewable resources such as wood or coffee [18, 25] .
In such simulation, the overlay network mechanism allows the description and maintenance of a topology that provides agents with various interaction means in the simulation. This mechanism is also combined with environment-mediated interaction channels to model complex social behaviors [42] , and with the resource and context manager when agents exploit resources in the environment.
The main contribution of the environment in the above applications is the coordination of agents in a decentralized way, and the separation of the coordination concern from other design issues in the application.
Pervasive applications
In pervasive applications, sensor networks are noteworthy examples in interaction mediation. For instance, applications based on the Agilla agent framework have a communication environment on every sensor node, each becoming a 'mini-MAS' [1] . Such a node environment consists of a tuple space, i.e. an instance of environment-mediated interaction channel, that agents can use to exchange messages. Agilla guarantees the coherence of the application by the coordination of the nodes with an instance of the overlay network and decentralized synchronization mechanisms. The synchronization mechanism is used to update the information about nodes in the neighborhood, so that agents can communicate and move seamlessly over the whole network.
Another representative application is from the industry of automated transportation systems. Traditionally, this industry uses centralized approaches where masterservers command remote vehicles. In order to cope with the soaring lack of flexibility and reliability of such systems, this industry has been deploying new architectures where vehicles are thought of as peers, so that they can perform their tasks in a decentralized fashion. The case of the Automatic Guided Vehicles (AGV) relies on an explicit decentralized environment model to deal with the interactions among the vehicles [64] . Each AGV has a software layer that consists of the agent that 'drives' the vehicle and an environment that represents a computational counterpart of local physical information (vehicle dimensions, position from sensors, obstacles in the vicinity, etc.). The environment part of each vehicle is responsible for updating the local information thus allowing the agent to reason and avoid possible collisions. Such an environment is similar to the model of Agilla, with more computing power available. In addition, the environment of each vehicle is responsible for real-time synchronization with the environment on other machines in the vicinity to update data locally. The environment is therefore up-to-date and synchronized with surrounding environments only.
In Agilla, the instance of environment-mediated interaction channel on each node is an appropriate design abstraction, since agents are kept simple due to the availability of limited computing power. The mechanism encapsulates the interaction logics so that agents only contain code relative to their functional requirements. This property is a typical example of separation of concerns provided by the environment . As for the overlay network, it provides design abstractions for interacting. In the particular case of Agilla, the mechanism is a set of algorithms to forward messages between tuple spaces and update the state information of the two mini-MAS involved in the communication or migration of agents. Finally, the AGV case shows how decentralized synchronization is used for coordination. The real-time constraints of this application make it difficult and costly to synchronize AGVs with a centralized mechanism. The decentralized approach is economical and focuses on relevant data, which reduces the computational cost in communication.
Virtual societies
The environment has been implicitly exploited in the design of agent societies. Such societies are for instance auction systems [10] and other electronic market places [31, 53] . Although the environment is not a major concern in most of these systems, the current perspective on this legacy work sets forth specific traits of the environment. For example, the AuctionBot was a running agent platform where users could create an auction and welcome client agents to participate in [65] . The platform provides virtual auction rooms to facilitate agent interactions and auction runs. These 'rooms' could be thought of as environment-mediated interaction channels. Agents would enter those rooms in a publish-subscribe fashion. Although the environment was not considered then as a first-class entity, it is arguably present to various extents in each of these platforms as shown with the room analogy. The mapping between the room requirement and an environment mechanism seems natural and reasonable. The combination of environment-mediated interaction channel and resource and context manager could help designing the environment for such systems.
Beyond the possible applications in legacy systems, environment mechanisms can serve in the design of electronic institutions. Laws and norms are global characteristics of such systems. Current approaches like AMELI can be thought of as centralized interaction mechanisms to ensure that agents respect norms in their interactions [16] . The functioning of the institution can be hidden from agents by providing appropriate mechanisms for a separation between agents internal logics and regulation of the system.
Resource and context management
Many applications need agents to access resource and contextual information. Mechanisms help to manage this information for the sake of interoperability and ease of development.
Simulation
MABS require explicit time management in the agent context, as many simulation systems. Typically, discrete-time simulations need a 'ticker' that defines the pace of the simulation execution. Time management relies primarily on the notification of context events, which provides system-wide time references such as the clock 'ticks'. In addition, the notification is often exploited simultaneously with a synchronization mechanism as their contributions to time management in the system are complementary. Synchronization mechanisms deal with timing by ensuring that agent actions in the system are consistently executed, i.e. they verify proper action interleaving [20] .
Mechanisms can also be identified in agent-based simulations of the behavior of social insects and the coordinated motion of agents in video games [15, 33] . In both cases, the mechanism provides agents with access to a rich data structure that has its proper dynamics. The overlay data structure provides the necessary functionalities in such case. The access rights depend on the agent context, so that ant agents can, for example, only sense pheromones in their vicinity. Farther pheromones do not influence the behaviors of ants. The dynamics of the resources are simulated by specific components of the system that are independent from agents. For example, SimCafe and SimCommod simulates the evolution of coffee and wood resources as a cellular automaton [24, 25] .
The example of time management illustrates how mechanisms are exploited to design a specific requirement of MABS. This example can be generalized to most requirements that consist in a single cross-cutting concern, such as the Laws of Physics (Laws of Mechanics, Principles of Thermodynamics, etc.) when their dynamics is required. Mechanisms then allow a separation of concerns and provide a design abstraction in the development process of such applications. Mechanisms for pheromone and other resources emphasize the separation of concerns by clearly distinguishing resources from agents.
Pervasive applications
The Agilla environment (see Sect. 3.1.2) provides direct access to the sensors of the node (awareness of physical properties) and maintains a neighbor list that is updated according to agent mobility (awareness of other agents). The management of the neighbor list is totally transparent to application agents, as a service provided by the environment. This service appears as an instance of the resource and context management mechanism. The delegation of the neighbor list management to the environment is justified by the limited memory of sensor network nodes. Instead of having agents maintaining individual neighbor lists, a single list is maintained for each node (individual lists would imply redundant copies), which significantly reduces the memory requirements.
In the domain of ubiquitous computing, visitors of a museum were endowed with a PDA that hosts an agent to guide them to relevant spots and to coordinate the visit, for instance to avoid crowd accumulation [34, 35] . The coordination mechanism relies on the coordination field approach as an instance of the overlay data structure mechanism [33] . In the museum, agents emit repulsive gradient fields, whereas rooms emit attractive fields. Agents then tend to lead visitors away from each other (repulsion), while guiding them to different rooms (attraction).
The resource and context manager participates in the environment to screen the complexity of interacting with low-level resource details, as observed with Agilla. This property is another aspect of the separation of concerns provided by the mechanism. In addition, it provides a design abstraction when building application agents, since interactions are supported by the underlying framework. The museum application illustrates the use of the overlay data structure for motion coordination in a pervasive computing context. The experiments show in a concrete domain how the computational environment practically uncouples the application logics for the interface agent from the coordination logics, which is a desired property for the development of industrial systems and services.
Virtual societies
Overlay data structures enable the coordination of agents in virtual societies on the Internet. One illustration is an agent-based web-site with recommendation systems [3] . Visitors of the web-site become the application agents and the hyperlink structure of the site is considered as the topology of the environment. Registered users are tracked on the environment to identify emerging patterns from the repeated use of links of the site. The patterns form paths in the environment that become recommendations to the registered user and, to lower extent, simple visitors. Overlay data structures yield major techniques to track agents in the system and to adapt the environment contextual information accordingly. In combination, the resource and context manager is appropriate whenever centralized mechanisms can be used (for instance if one node of the web-site points to a database), but this point of view remains an extension of the work presented above.
In electronic markets, recent work exploit resource and context management and notification of context events mechanisms to augment the interaction capabilities of market actors. In addition to usual interaction protocols, agents can overhear conversations of others, as allowed in some markets (bazaar type), and they can also be annotated with relevant information such as the type of items they are searching in the market [42, 44] . The overhearing mechanism is executed by the environment to enforce the phenomenon in agent communications (some malicious agents could hide some messages). In the annotation approach, the environment is in charge of two responsibilities that are separate concerns: Publication and regulation of the annotations in the system. The publication automated by the environment allows seller agents to be notified about the presence of potential buyers, so that they can initiate sell attempts. The regulation by the environment prevents the spread of fake annotations that would mislead trading agents and harm the market. For example, a market can authorize the trade of some items only. Buyers cannot trade other types of items as the environment does not diffuse the corresponding tag informations to sellers.
The mechanisms of this section contribute in the above applications to the coordination of agents and the separation of concerns. They permit the system designer to introduce supplementary coordination and other functionalities independently from agents.
Research directions and opportunities
The mechanisms surveyed in this article come from the agent literature where they have been exploited extensively. Our survey suggests opportunities for future applications and potential research areas.
Application Opportunities
We identified a number of domains that can exploit the environment and its mechanisms in a seemingly straightforward manner. First, normative systems impose norms on the behavior of agents, usually in a social agency metaphor [56] . Vázquez-Salceda refers to normative systems as electronic institutions: 'An e-institution is a safe environment mediating in the interaction of agents' [57] . In fact, the approach on e-institution is moving toward the introduction of an explicit regulating entity in MAS, whose functions naturally meet the notion of environment with a social level of support [59] . One opportunity of the environment for e-institutions is then for the regulation of agent activities, as it provides institution designers with an appropriate abstraction to deal with the regulating and normative aspects from design to runtime. In addition, the environment can also serve to regulate the interactions with external resources. This functionality is usually dealt with in an ad hoc way, and the environment can provide an adequate approach for integrating it in normative systems.
Interface MAS generalize the work done on animated and conversational agents with multi-agent settings and they also pertain to agent societies. Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA) appeared in the early 1990s as a new paradigm for improving human-computer interaction [9] by the combination of several modalities, such as speech, gesture, and facial expressions. In practice, ECA are used within end-user applications, and recent research has raised issues of interactions among ECA [28] . Although research on ECA has focused on multi-modal interactions with the human-user for a long time, the results usually cannot be translated to interactions among ECA. Agent communication languages focus on Speech Acts and they are not always adequate to describe other modes of interactions. A computational environment enriches possible interaction types among software agents, and the application of recent work to ECA based on the environment is expected to contribute significantly to the field [43, 54] .
Research directions
Mechanisms appear as key enablers of the environment idea, allowing a transition from concepts ('what') to engineering ('how'). Mechanisms can become incentives to exploit the environment in MAS by providing abstractions. Yet, the mechanisms in this article originate in practical MAS applications that do not completely cover the research in MAS. Other research areas are to be explored for the potential discovery of new mechanisms and the revision of the current classification.
In this regard, future research could fruitfully address the following directions.
1. The survey work initiated in this article should be continued and refined with ongoing research activities. Similarly to the positive effect of design patterns on object-oriented programming, it is promising to provide developers with a set of mechanisms with clear guidelines on how to use them. To this end, two research directions can be relevant. On the one hand, it would be interesting to support designers in selecting suitable mechanisms according to the application requirements at hand. On the other hand, further studies can lead to engineering approaches on how to consistently compose existing mechanisms. 2. Novel mechanisms addressing under-investigated areas could be beneficial to the design of MAS. For example, in the specific case of interaction mediation, new mechanisms allowing agents to better structure and analyze a topology could lead to relevant results, especially for the role of the environment in the case of social interactions [26] . Besides, the aforementioned support for designers could help to determine innovative mechanisms in direct relation to the existing ones. 3. Most of the currently proposed mechanisms are at a low-level, in the sense that they enable interactions, provide context information, and wrap resources. Agents are expected to be situated at a higher level of abstraction and it would be interesting to search for new mechanisms at this level. Promising mechanisms may be the ones to hide the complexity of coordination issues (e.g. to engage in negotiations or argumentation), to regulate agent activities, and perhaps to provide mechanisms for trust management. Some other research endeavors also introduce potential extension of existing mechanisms, such as the 'cognitive stigmergy' [40, 51] .
Summary and conclusions
In this article, we presented mechanisms that describe technical approaches to deal with the responsibilities attributed to the environment in MAS. The presentation is grounded on representative achievements in the MAS community and it is expected that this initial work will foster further endeavors to develop the potential of mechanisms in the design of environments.
This article also identifies potential research directions and opportunities, most notably for the development of novel mechanisms and applications related to the growing work on coordination, regulation, and interface agents.
The identification of mechanisms results in two main consequences for the agent community. First, mechanisms reveal the internals of the environment exploited in current work and potential research directions for novel functionalities. The mechanism approach decomposes the environment into design idioms that are reusable and composable as the design patterns in object-oriented computing [22] . Second, the survey on environment applications demonstrates the existence of unexplored combinations of mechanisms that could impact the development of MAS. As a result, mechanisms provide research directions that can benefit to theory and practice. Most importantly, the identification of mechanisms bridges the research on responsibilities of the environment to the subsequent issues in engineering.
